Recent Advances in Video Based Document Processing: A Review
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Abstract— Extraction and recognition of text present in video has become a very popular research area in the last decade. Generally, text present in video frames is of different size, orientation, style, etc. with complex backgrounds, noise, low resolution and contrast. These factors make the automatic text extraction and recognition in video frames a challenging task. A large number of techniques have been proposed by various researchers in the recent past to address the problem. This paper presents a review of various state-of-the-art techniques proposed towards different stages (e.g. detection, localization, extraction, etc.) of text information processing in video frames. Looking at the growing popularity and the recent developments in the processing of text in video frames, this review imparts details of current trends and potential directions for further research activities to assist researchers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Advancements in digital technology has gifted human beings with low priced digital imaging devices such as, digital cameras, cellular phones with digital cameras, PDAs etc. These devices are not only inexpensive, but are also highly portable, and have huge prospects to supplement traditional imaging devices such as digital scanners, etc.

Image acquisition using portable digital cameras, digital cameras attached to cellular phones, etc, has probably given birth to the Camera and Video-based document processing and recognition problem. Documents captured using traditional scanners have high resolution, contrast and less noise, and are easier to process for OCR. But the images and videos captured using a digital camera suffers from low resolution, contrast, blur, distortion, noise, etc., to mention a few. It was also noted that the images captured by cameras have a better resolution than the same document in video frames. Hence, the traditional scanner based document analysis and recognition techniques cannot be directly applied to the Video documents or documents captured using digitals cameras.

The video document processing community has classified the text in video frames based on its origin [1, 2, 3, 4]. The text information which is artificially overlaid on the image is often known as 'Caption text' or 'graphic text' (e.g. subtitles in news video, sports scores, etc). Whereas, the text which naturally exists in the image is known as 'Scene text' (e.g. text on vehicles, commodities, buildings, sign boards on roads, etc.). Scene text has additional complexities such as multi-orientation and multi-lingual issues, whereas Caption text is usually horizontal or vertical. Figure 1 (a) and (b) are examples of Caption text, and the rest are examples of Scene text. A large number of techniques have been proposed by researchers towards text detection from video frames with horizontal, vertical, and non-horizontal text orientation. But arbitrarily oriented or curved text detection from video frames, as shown in Figure 1(d), has not been addressed to the best of our knowledge.

Figure 1: Sample of video frames with different text orientation. Video frame with (a) Horizontal text from news clip; (b) Vertical text; (c) Non-horizontal and multi-lingual text; (d) Multi-oriented/arbitrarily oriented text;

A typical video frame processing system is shown in Figure 2. Text frame selection determines whether a frame contains text information. Text detection and localization finds and defines the actual location of the text present in the frame by forming bounding boxes around the text. After the bounding boxes are found, the actual text/characters are extracted and binarized for OCR.

Figure 2: A typical video frame processing system

Although there are a few surveys [1, 2, 3, 4] available on camera/video-based document processing in the literature, these are outdated and do not capture recent developments. This motivates us to present a review of the recent advances in video document processing in this paper. Different techniques which include text frame selection, text detection and localization, text extraction/segmentation, binarization, and enhancement, are reviewed in Section II. In Section III, we present a brief overview of the recognition schemes proposed by various researchers in the area of video text recognition. Section IV concludes the review providing our observations, future directions, and a summary of the review.
II. TEXT EXTRACTION

Text extraction from video frames can be divided into five stages, namely text frame selection, detection and localization, extraction, binarization, and enhancement. In this section we present a brief overview of the recent advances and the various techniques proposed by researchers in each of the five stages.

A. Text frame selection/classification

Text frame selection/classification attempts to label a video frame as text or non-text, before text detection and recognition. It helps to avoid the computationally expensive text detection methods on non-text frames present in the video. Moreover, text detection methods can also detect text incorrectly from a non-text frame. Ideally, the text frame selection method should be simple and fast enough to determine a text and non-text frame. To the best of our knowledge, not much progress has been made towards text frame selection, and in most of the text detection research, the text frames are assumed to have text information present in it. In this section we discuss the few techniques proposed for text frame selection.

Na and Wen [5] proposed a text tracking algorithm based on SIFT feature and Geometric constraint. Text frame classification using edge based features was proposed by Shivakumara et al. [6]. Height, straightness and proximity based edge features were used. The results obtained are promising.

Recently, Shivakumara et al. [7] proposed a text frame classification technique, using a combination of wavelet and median moment features with k-means clustering. The frame is divided into 16 equal non overlapping blocks and the probable text blocks are identified using Min-Max clustering, and the computed features. If one true text block is identified, the frame is considered as a text frame. They tested the method on 1220 text frames and 800 non-text frames. A text frame classification accuracy of 74.17% was achieved.

B. Text Detection and Localization

Based on the features used, text detection and localization techniques can be divided in two categories [3, 4], namely, Region-based and Texture-based. The Region based techniques work in a bottom-up fashion, by dividing the frame into small regions and then merging the probable text regions to form bounding boxes for the text. Connected-components, color, and edge features are commonly used in the Region based approaches. Texture based methods uses the texture properties of the text to distinguish between the text and background. Wavelet transform, Gabor filters, Fourier transform, machine learning based approaches, etc. are often used in Texture-based techniques. Brief reviews of the techniques proposed in each of the mentioned categories are present in sub-section 1 and 2.

1. Region based methods

A stroke width similarity based technique for text detection was proposed by Dinh et al. [8]. A local adaptive threshold was used to eliminate the background preserving the text. Morphological dilation was applied to localize the text. To refine the text location, the multi-frame refinement method was used.

Stroke filter based methods [9, 10, 11], and Stroke Width transform [12] have been used by many researchers for text detection and localization. Jung et al. [9] used stroke filter for text segmentation considering the intrinsic characteristics of the text. Based on the stroke filter response and text polarity, local region growing was used to segment the text. An OCR feedback score was used to improve the text segmentation accuracy. Jung et al. [11] described the stroke filter in details and also its application to text localization in video frames. An SVM classifier is used for the verification of the candidate text. Based on the verification score and color distribution, the text line refinement is done. Li et al. [10] used stroke filter to calculate the stroke map. They used two SVM classifiers to obtain rough text region and to verify the candidate text lines. Localization was achieved by projection profile. The second SVM was used to verify localized the text lines.

Shivakumara et al. [13] proposed an edge based technique for text detection in images with text present in the horizontal direction. The frame was segmented into 16 non-overlapping blocks. Mean and median filter, and edge analysis was used to identify the candidate text blocks. Using block growing method, the complete text block was obtained. Finally, based on the vertical and horizontal bar feature, the true text regions are detected. In Shivakumara et al. [14], filters and edge analysis were used for initial text detection. The straightness and cursiveness edge features were used for false positive elimination.

A hybrid system for text detection based on the edges, local binary pattern operator, and SVM was proposed by Anthimopoulos et al. [15, 16]. After the detection of text block using the edge map in [15], dilation, opening, projection analysis, and a machine leaning step using SVM was introduced for refinements. In [16] multi-resolution analysis was also done to detect character of broad size range. Text detection using a cascade AdaBoost classifier with HOG and multi-scale local binary pattern feature, was proposed by Pan et al. [17]. Text localization was done using window grouping technique. Within each located text line, local binarization is done to extract candidate CCs and non-text CC’s are filtered using Markov Random field model and MLP in order to get the final text line.

Use of temporal information for moving text detection was proposed by Huang et al. [18]. The frame was divided into sub-blocks and the inter-frame motion vector was computed for each sub-block. Their proposed technique worked well for scrolling text in news clips and movies. Another method to detect scrolling text was proposed by Tsai et al [19]. They used edge information for detection
and a two-dimensional projection profile for localization. Li et al. [20] proposed a four stage adaptive text detection method. Different edge detectors were used based on the background complexities. Then the CC analysis was done to find the text candidates and was refined in the fourth stage. Shi et al. [21] used the block change rate based techniques to detect and localize text.

Gradient difference based method for text detection was proposed by Shivakumara et al. [22]. Zero crossing was used to determine the bounding boxes for the detected text line. A few methods were also proposed for Arabic/Farsi [23, 24] text detection from video frames. A projection analysis based approach for Arabic video text detection and localization was proposed by Halima et al. [23]. While Moradi et al. [24] used edge and corner detection method and discarded non-text corners by histogram analysis.

Park et al. [25] used horizontal and vertical projection profile to detect Korean text in outdoor signboards. Shivakumara et al. [26] introduced the classification of low and high contrast images for text detection. They analyzed the number of edges found using sobel and canny edge detector for low and high contrast images, to form the heuristic rules for classification. A method for handwritten scene text detection was first proposed by Shivakumara et al. [27]. The method uses maximum color difference and boundary growing method based on nearest neighbor concept, to detect multi-oriented handwritten text. A Self-Organizing Map (SOM) neural network based technique for artificial text detection in video frames was due to Yu et al. [28]. Three layers of supervised SOM were used to classify text, and non-text areas. Huang et al. [29] used the texture feature in the stroke map to detect text. For text localization, Harris’ corner detection approach was used on the stroke map. Morphological operations were used to connect the corners. Guru et al. [30] proposed an Eigen value based technique, which performs a block wise Eigen analysis on the gradient image of the video frame. Eigen analysis helped in identifying the potential text blocks.

Zhang and Sun [31] used a Pulse Coupled Neural Network (PCNN) edge based method for locating text. The work depicted the use of PCNN in frequency domain for solving text localization problem. Anthimopoulos et al. [32] proposed the feature set produced by a Multilevel Adaptive Color edge Local Binary Pattern (MACeLBP) with a random forest classifier for text detection. A gradient based algorithm was then used for localization. Use of Moravec operator for text detection in images and video frames was proposed by Kumari and Shekar [33]. Zhao et al. [34] used StrOke Unit Connection (SOIC) operator to find the seed stroke units, and to train the SVM classifier. The method uses the stroke shape distributions for training. Edge based features for Urdu text localization in video images was proposed by Jamil et al. [35].

Pan et al. [36] proposed a hybrid method for text detection and localization using stroke segmentation, verification, and grouping. Stroke candidates are determined by a scale adaptive segmentation method and verification is done by weight Conditional Random Field (CRF). Kruskal algorithm is then used to group the strokes. Recently, Uchida et al. [37] established that Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) can be used to detect character regions and to distinguish text and non-text regions with good accuracy.

2. Texture based methods

Wavelet transforms and its variations have become very popular among researchers for texture analysis. Most of the recent works on texture based text detection and localization are based on the wavelet transform [38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. Other methods such as the Gabor filter [43, 44], DCT [51], Haar wavelet [45], spatial analysis [46], Laplacian [47], Fourier [48] etc. were also used by researchers in the recent past.

In general, texture features are computed and are used to train a classifier to discriminate text and non-text. A combination of wavelet features and an SVM classifier were used in [38, 40, 45]. Ye et al. [38] used 2D wavelet coefficients to calculate histogram wavelet coefficients of all pixels. SVM with a RBF kernel was used for classification of text and non-text. They introduced an OCR feedback procedure to locate the final text lines. Ji et al. [45] used Pyramid Haar wavelet to represent an image into multiple scales. Using Directional Correlation Analysis (DCA) of Local Haar Binary Pattern (LHBP) the candidate text regions were found. LHBP histogram with SVM was used for the refinement of the text results. Ji et al. [40] used two texture features namely wavelet coefficients and Gray-level co-occurrence matrix for text detection along with SVM.

Zhao et al. [41] used wavelet transform and sparse representation with discriminative dictionaries for text detection. Shivakumara et al. [39, 42] also used haar wavelet in both the works. In [39] k-means clustering was used to classify text and background. In [42] they also used color features along with Wavelet-Laplacian method to detect text. Sivakumara et al. [49] used wavelet-median-moment feature with k-means clustering to obtain text pixels. Angle projection based boundary growing was used to handle multi-oriented text. Recently, Shivakumara et al. [47] proposed a Laplacian approach for multi-oriented text detection in videos. A Fourier-Laplacian filter along with k-means clustering is used to determine the text and non-text clusters. Straightness and Edge density features were used for false positive elimination. Pan et al. [50] used the same Laplacian approach as in [47] to identify text candidates, but used CC analysis to form simple CCs. Using the straightness and edge density feature the text blocks were finalized. Fourier-statistical features in RGB space were used for text detection in video frames by Shivakumara et al. [48]. The Fourier-statistical features were subjected to K-means clustering to classify text pixels from the background. Yi et al. [43] used Gabor filters to describe the stroke components in the text characters. They defined
Stroke Gabor Words (SWGs) and used it with image window classification techniques to detect text regions.

The use of Conditional Random Field (CRF) [44] along with texture feature is also becoming popular among the researchers. Peng et al. [44] computed the features using 2-D Gabor filters and Harris corner detection. Based on the confidence of the text and background labeling by SVM, CRF framework is defined, and isolated text blocks are merged by heuristic reasoning. Hanif et al. [46] used gray-level co-occurrence matrix for texture analysis, and three classifiers namely maximum a posteriori, neural network, and mean spatial histogram were used to discriminate text and non-text. Discrete Cosine transform (DCT) was used by Qian et al. [51]. Texture intensities were used to verify horizontal and vertical text. Horizontal and Vertical projection profiles were used for text localization.

C. Extraction, Binarization, and Enhancement

Not much work has been towards text extraction, binarization and enhancement in the recent past. Extraction and binarization is often used synonymously. They aim towards the extraction of the individual characters from the detected and localized text blocks, for OCR. A wide range of binarization techniques have been used by the researchers in last few decades in order to get a two tone image. It often results in touching characters, individual characters with broken segments, missing part of character, etc to mention a few. In order to get a better OCR accuracy, enhancement of the extracted characters is required, and not much research has been done for the enhancement of the broken characters for video frames.

Methods based on Tensor voting [52], Fourier moments [53], Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [53, 54], and Gradients [55, 56], were proposed towards character extraction/segmentation. Few binarization techniques [57, 58, 59, 60] were also proposed in the recent past.

A Tensor voting based text segmentation technique was proposed by Lim et al. [52]. In their approach the image was first decomposed into chromatic and achromatic regions. Using tensor voting the text layers are identified and noise removal was done by adaptive median filter. K-means clustering algorithm was used for segmentation. Cho et al. [53] also used CRFs for text extraction by superpixel representation of the image. Character features namely, color, edge strength, stroke width and contextual feature, were used. Zhang et al. [54] also used CRF for scene text extraction. A two-step iterative CRF method with OCR as a region filtering module was used in [54]. Recently, Shivakumara et al. [55] proposed a gradient based character segmentation scheme. Bresenham’s line drawing algorithm was used for handling multi-oriented text, and gradient features are then extracted. Min-Max clustering was used to separate text and non-text cluster. Segmentation was achieved based on the height difference, top distance and bottom distance vector of the union operation. Phan et al. [56] proposed a Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) based techniques for character segmentation from the localized text in video frame. GVF was used to find the pixels which are potentially part of non-vertical cuts. Then, multiple least cost paths were found from top row to bottom row to the image, and finally the cuts which pass through the middle of the character are eliminated. Rajendran et al. [61] proposed a Fourier-moment based feature for the extraction of words and characters from the video textline. They used similar method as proposed in [55].

Binarization technique proposed by Zhou et al. [57] used the contour of the text along with local thresholding to determine the inner side of the contour. The contour is then filled up to form the characters. Mishra et al. [58] presented an MRF based technique of binarization of natural scene text. The pixels in the image were represented as random variables in an MRF, and quality of the binarization is determined by the value of energy function. The energy function is minimized using an interactive graph cut scheme to find the optimal binarization. A K-means clustering and SVM based method for binarization was proposed by Wakahara et al. [59], which is a four step method. HSI color space was used, and was helpful in contrasting characters against the background. SVM was used to determine the character or non-character images. Character-likeness estimates are used to achieve optimal binarized result. Ntiorgannis et al. [60] used the upper and lower baseline of the text, stroke width, and convex hull analysis for binarization of the text in video frames.

III. CHARACTER RECOGNITION

The aim of video document processing is to recognize the text content in the video frame, which can be used for indexing and information retrieval purposes. The recognition of text in video frames is still in its infancy, and not much work has been done on it. A number attempts [62, 63, 64, 65, 23, 25, 66, 67, 68] on video text recognition have been made, recently.

Uchida et al. [62] presented a Mosaicing-by-recognition technique for video based text recognition. The video mosaicking and text recognition problem is formulated as a unified optimization problem, which is solved by dynamic programming-based optimization algorithm. Character recognition accuracy of more than 95% was reported. A recognition scheme for Korean characters present in the outdoor signboards was proposed by Park et al. [25]. The System uses a minimum distance classifier with a shape based statistical feature, for character recognition. An Arabic video text recognition system was proposed by Halima et al. [23]. The feature used for recognition include projection feature, transition feature, occlusion features, number of components in the character and location of the dots. A $k$-nearest neighborhood classifier was used for classification, and best results were obtained for $k=10$. Iwamura et al. [66] proposed a non-learning based technique for camera captured characters. It tries to find the most similar example of an input character.
Saidane and Gracia [63] used a convolutional neural network for character recognition and achieved an average recognition accuracy of 84.53% from the text extracted from ICDAR 2003 dataset. Features they used include oriented edges, corners, end points that were extracted directly from the three color channels. A Subspace method was used for low-resolution character recognition by Ohkura et al. [64]. The resolution of the images were enhanced using a super-resolution scheme before the recognition phase. There was a significant increase in the recognition accuracy from 90.35% (for 7x7 pixels size character) to 99.97% (for 9x9 pixels size character).

Saidane et al. [65] presented a graph based technique named image Text Recognition Graph (iTRG) for color text recognition from images and videos. The graph consists of five modules, namely, text segmentation, graph connection builder, character recognition, graph weight calculator and optimal path search module. ICDAR 2003 data set was used for performance evaluation. Recently, Shivakumara et al. [67] proposed a video character recognition scheme using hierarchical classification based on voting method. They used structural features to classify 62 character classes into different smaller classes. Only 10% of the samples of each class were used for training, which yields a recognition accuracy of 94.5%. Their dataset was chosen from 2005 and 2006 TRECVID database. Coates et al. [68] presented a scheme based on unsupervised feature learning. Using a combination of K-means clustering and linear SVM, 81.7% accuracy was obtained on a 62 class problem. The ICDAR 2003 dataset was used for testing.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented a brief review of the recent techniques proposed by researchers towards video based document processing. The survey reveals that most of the work was done towards text detection and localization. However, it is noted that text frame detection is an area which is still in its infancy. Not much work has been done towards text frame selection/segmentation from video, although this has a huge potential in saving the computational time for text detection in a non-text frame. There were recent advances towards text extraction, binarization, and recognition, which indicate that text detection and localization steps have a significant number of established methods available with satisfactory results being obtained. But still text detection and localization enjoys more than a decade of popularity, as there is a huge scope of possible improvement by incorporating temporal information. The drawback which video document researchers might be facing is the non-availability of the standard benchmark datasets for research. The review depicts that, researchers have used different datasets to evaluate their techniques, which makes it difficult to perform a comparative study of the results. A benchmark dataset provides a common platform for the researcher to evaluate their methodologies, which will help in establishing the results. We have noted that [31, 32, 33, 41, 47, 48, 49] have reported better results on text detection. Better accuracy on segmentation was reported by [55, 56]. The methods [58, 60] have reported better binarization results. The character recognition accuracies reported by various researchers, are discussed in Section III.

We also noted that there is no work on the classification of graphics text and scene text. Work in this area will also be helpful for video document handling. We hope that this review not only encourages the current research on video document processing but also provides appropriate directions for future research.
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